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You're about to discover proven steps on how to bring in harmony and balance of Feng Shui to your

home and office.... This audiobook contains valuable information about Feng Shui and how to apply

it to your home and office. You will find useful information on how to lay out and decorate rooms in

your house or apartment to optimize each with positive energy and prosperity. You will also learn

the best colors and arrangements for your office that will attract more clients and money. Here is a

preview of what you'll learn...Learn the colors that you should use on your front doorLearn the

elements of Feng Shui that will enhance romance in your bedroomLearn which numbers are lucky

in Feng Shui for businessLearn the power of elementsLearn which colors are best for your

bathroomLearn which color combinations are best to enhance the positive ambiance of your

homeLearn more about the best Feng Shui furniture arrangementsLearn which numbers are lucky

for your businessLearn how you should arrange your office furniture to attract more moneyLearn

which colors to use best in the bedroomLearn which Feng Shui layout is best for the kitchenLearn

more about the do's and don'ts of Feng Shui at homeMuch, much more! Download your copy today!

Take action today and to fix the problems brought by bad Chi coming in and out of your house and

office.
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I decided to purchase this book after my boyfriend told me that he wanted to incorporate the

principles of Feng Shui into our home. I picked this book because it is only 37 pages and the

description posted seemed to fit my specific needs. I learned so much! This book does a great job



breaking down each portion of your house and provides easy to follow instructions on how to utilize

Feng Shui to create a happier home. I decided to start with my bedroom and then work my way

around to all of the other rooms of the house. I have done something that I never thought that I

would do and removed the television from my bedroom. It was an interesting adjustment, but I

already feel more relaxed when I am trying to fall asleep at night. This book is full of information and

I highly recommend the purchase. I have learned a lot and am slowly incorporating the Feng Shui

ideas from this book into my everyday life.

In the chaos of everyday life do you desire harmony and balance in your life? What is Wu Xing and

what do the elements of wood, earth, fire, metal and water have to do with it? I think most of us

have heard of Feng Shui but are not sure what it is or how to use it to achieve that harmony and

balance that we desire. Open this gem of a book and find the answers you need at your fingertips.I

have to admit I had heard of Feng Shui and knew it was about harmony and balance, but beyond

that I was lost. I was curious to know more and how to apply it to my life and this author does not

disappoint. Taking the colors of Feng Shui and with careful detail and knowledge Siv explains each

one. This explanation by far was my favorite part. Not only do we learn the colors but also how to

use each one. He also explains the use of mirrors, how to achieve a happy home as well as a great

office environment.Overall this is an excellent book for someone just beginning the use of Feng

Shui, but would be excellent for someone already using this in their life; to be sure the colors and

elements are done properly. So if harmony and balance you seek or a better knowledge of Feng

Shui you canâ€™t go wrong with this outstanding guide!

Always heard of the term Feng Shui, but never really understood it or how it was affected homes.

Picked this up on my kindle and I learned a lot more than I anticipated.It gives the whole philosophy

of Feng Shui and what it all means. Even tells you the Feng Shui colors, which I enjoyed reading

about, and what to do with your living room, kitchen, bathroom etc. Even tells you what your door

means, the meaning of the direction your door is facing, what color your door should be. I thought it

was cool information to know. It tells you the do's and don'ts, how to maintain balance, how to have

your home give off positive energy. It's very in depth.I also enjoyed reading about the Feng Shui

numbers as much as I liked reading about the colors. I learned that Gold and Red are going to be

my go-to colors, along with the number 1.I recommend this, it's like a small handy booklet on Feng

Shui.



Feng shui seemed intimidating to me at first, but this quick guide made it easy to understand and

see how some of my current uses of colors and natural elements reflect feng shui. Not only does it

describe what to do in your home and office for balance and harmony to being in positive energy,

but also why it works. I have already shared some of the tips with my friends and highly recommend

this book.

I LOVE THIS BOOK!!! The reason is because it made me feel good while reading it! Gish if a book

can make me feel this way while I'm actually reading it, then it's got some power within it! Thank you

so much for the different aspects discussed about Feng Shui! I never knew this existed until now!!!

I'm looking forward to applying a lot of what is in here in my home! Thank you!

My closest neighbor is very much into Feng Shui and I am always raving to her about how amazing

her house feels right as you walk in. She suggested that I try to incorporate the practice into my own

home. This book allowed me to do my homework on the subject and more! The author delves into

the background, colors, elements, and cycles of Feng Shui. The author extensively covers the areas

of the home from the doorway areas to the bathroom as well. I noticed that throughout the book,

clutter anywhere was highly discouraged and I must agree that it really does make a difference in

how the house feels. I am currently working on room number 2 (a full renovation might take a bit if

youâ€™re really into the color scheming), and I can already feel the positive energy in the space!

The author also has suggestions for Feng Shui in the workplace so I think I will slowly start to

incorporate it there too. This book is awesome for anyone looking to start practicing Feng Shui in

their home or workplace and I highly recommend using some of the resources that the author has

posted in the back to further your studies!

Feng Shui: A Feng Shui Quick Guide Book That Makes Sense is a one-of-a kind book about

bringing balance & harmony into your home and office. Actually, whenever my husband decides to

arrange the furnitures in our house, I always tell him to take note of the proper location and where to

place certain items to avoid bad luck. Sometimes, he listens to me, sometimes he doesn't care.So I

got ourselves this Feng Shui guide by Sam Siv for us to follow and we were utterly surprised

because we had limited knowledge about Feng Shui. I myself didn't know about the colors

associated with maintaining balance in the house. I have always avoided using black because I

thought it looms and bring sadness, but I was wrong. Now I know which ones to paint black in order

to let energy come to our home. My favorite color is green so I am glad this one brings out more



energy for rejuvenation. My husband also learned a lot about using mirrors and about bedroom feng

shui for romantic stuffs. This book is really fully loaded with information and we are glad to have

bought it.
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